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ABSTRACT2

In this study, the characteristics and mechanisms of tide-surge interaction in the Pearl River3
Estuary (PRE) during Typhoon Hato in August 2017 are studied in detail using a 3D nearshore4
hydrodynamic model. The wind field of Typhoon Hato is firstly reconstructed by merging the5
Holland parametric tropical cyclone model results with the CFSR reanalysis data, which enables6
the model to reproduce the pure astronomical tides and storm tides well; especially the distinctive7
oscillation pattern in the measured water levels due to the passage of the typhoon has been8
captured. Three different types of model runs are conducted in order to separate the water level9
variations due to the astronomical tide, storm surge and tide-surge interactions in the Pearl10
River Estuary. Results show the strong tidal modulation of the surge level, as well as alteration11
of the phase of surge which also changes the peak storm tidal level, in addition to the tidal12
modulation effects. In order to numerically assess the contributions of three nonlinear processes13
in the tide-surge interaction and quantify their relative significance, the widely used “subtraction”14
approach and a new “addition” approach are tested in this study. The widely used “subtraction”15
approach is found unsuitable for the assessment due to the “rebalance” effect and thus a new16
“addition” approach is proposed along with a new indicator to represent the tide-surge interaction,17
from which more reasonable results are obtained. Detailed analysis using the “addition” approach18
indicates that the quadratic bottom friction, shallow water effect and nonlinear advective effect19
play the first, second and third most important role in the tidal-surge interaction in the estuary,20
respectively.21

Keywords: Tide-Surge Interaction, Pearl River Estuary, Typhoon Hato, FVCOM model, Flood risk, Quadratic bottom friction, Shallow22
water effect, Advective effect23
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1 INTRODUCTION

Storm surges are abnormal variations of sea level driven by atmospheric forcing associated with extra-24
tropical storms or tropical cyclones (also known as hurricanes and typhoons). Combined with the25
astronomical tide, storm surges often result in extreme water levels and can bring devastating damage to26
coastal areas, especially for those low-lying areas bordered by extensive continental shelves and exposed to27
the regular passing of typhoons and storms (Bertin et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2017). To be able to predict28
the peak water levels, some operational systems and research studies often superpose an atmospheric-only29
forced storm surge onto the astronomical tide, without considering the effect of tide-surge interaction30
(Peng et al., 2004; Bobanović et al., 2006; Graber et al., 2006). However, tide-surge interaction has long31
been recognised as one of the most important contributors in the storm surges and peak water levels in32
the coastal regions (Proudman, 1955, 1957; Doodson, 1956; Bernier and Thompson, 2007; Zhang et al.,33
2010). Comparing with observations, errors in a simple linear superposition of astronomical tide with a34
separately computed surge are found to be up to 1-2 m (Rego and Li, 2010). Therefore, quantitative insights35
of tide-surge interaction are very important for the prediction of storm tide level and flood risk assessment.36

It has long been recognised that the tide-surge interaction is a nonlinear phenomenon. Previous literature37
broadly focused on different aspects of the interaction, e.g. the tide-induced modulation of the phase of38
surge and consequently the variations of sea level, and the different contributions from various physical39
processes to the surge level. Proudman (1955) is among the first few studies to develop solutions for the40
propagation of an externally forced tide and surge into an estuary of uniform section. He showed that due41
to tide-surge interaction, the peak storm surge height which occurred near to high tide was less than that42
which occurred near to low tide for a progressive wave. Rossiter (1961) suggested that a key mechanism of43
tide-surge interaction was mutual phase alteration, and showed how a negative surge would retard tidal44
propagation whereas a positive surge would advance the high water. Horsburgh and Wilson (2007) showed45
that surge generation was reduced during high water and the surge peak was less likely to occur during46
high water for a large amplitude tide. Rego and Li (2010) studied the effects of tide and shelf geometry47
under the Hurricane Rita. Results indicated that for landfall at midebb or midflood, the storm tide level was48
less affected, but for landfall at high tide or low tide, the peak storm tide was either reduced or increased49
compared to a linear superposition.50

It is also widely accepted that the tide-surge interaction is attributed to three nonlinear physical processes:51
(a) the nonlinear horizontal and vertical advection in the momentum equations (b) the nonlinear bottom52
friction effect associated with the quadratic parameterization and (c) the shallow water effect arising53
from the nonlinear terms related to the total water depth in both the continuity and momentum equations54
(Tang et al., 1996; Bernier and Thompson, 2007; Zhang et al., 2010; Rego and Li, 2010; Zhang et al.,55
2017). However, it is difficult to separate them and quantify their contributions to the interaction from the56
observation data. Therefore, numerical models have been extensively used to examine the mechanisms57
of tide-surge interaction. Wolf (1978) showed that the tide-surge interaction was dominated by quadratic58
friction, followed by the shallow water effect and advection process. Subsequently, Wolf (1981) further59
demonstrated that the shallow water effect became important for small tidal range and depth less than 10m.60
Using a two-dimensional numerical model of the shallow-water equations, Tang et al. (1996) demonstrated61
that with the tides included in the storm surge model the sea level elevation on the North Queensland62
coast was generally lower than that obtained by simply adding the astronomical tides to the surge, due to63
the quadratic bottom friction law. Rego and Li (2010) suggested that the nonlinear advection dominated64
in a realistic simulation, while the quadratic friction was the largest in an idealised simulation. Zhang65
et al. (2010) studied the tide-surge interaction in the Taiwan Strait and indicated that the nonlinear bottom66
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friction was a major factor to predict the elevation while the nonlinear advective terms and the shallow67
water effect had little contribution.68

To quantify the contributions from each of the above three processes to the tide-surge interaction, a69
“subtraction” approach is widely adopted in the previous studies (Tang et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2010;70
Bernier and Thompson, 2007; Zhang et al., 2017). Based on a standard model that includes all three71
processes, this approach assesses the changes to the interaction intensity by using a reduced model in which72
the nonlinear terms associated with one of the three physical processes are linearized or eliminated in turn73
from the standard model. To facilitate the quantification, various indicators have been used to represent74
the intensity of tide-surge interaction in different studies, e.g. the maximum positive, minimum negative75
or root-mean-square of the tide-surge interaction induced residual elevation. However, such a method76
is found to be defective due to the so called “rebalance” effect (Zhang et al., 2017), which means the77
“subtraction” approach cannot clearly separate the contributions of those three processes and quantify their78
relative significance to the interaction. A new approach is therefore needed to properly reveal the individual79
contributions to the tide-surge interaction without interference from other processes. This is fulfilled by80
adopting a new “addition” approach in the present study, by quantifying the interaction intensity obtained81
from a reduced model in which only one nonlinear process is included and comparing this intensity with82
that obtained from the standard model (see more details in section 5). Furthermore, a new indicator of the83
interaction intensity is also proposed in this study, which is thought to be more appropriate to quantity the84
relative importance of different physical processes in studying the mechanism of tide-surge interaction.85

The Pearl River Estuary (PRE), connecting with the Pearl River at its northern end, is the largest estuary86
in the Pearl River Delta (PRD). Its shape looks like an inverted funnel, with a narrow neck in the north and87
wide mouth opening to the South China Sea. The topography of the PRE is constituted of deep channels,88
shallow shoals and tidal flats, which makes the PRE extremely vulnerable to storm surges resulting from89
typhoons or strong tropical cyclones. Based on the data from the tropical cyclone annual publication of90
Hong Kong Observatory (HKO, 2017), fourteen typhoons inducing high storm surges over 1 m were91
recorded in Hong Kong (located in the south of PRE) from 1999 to 2018, two of which caused storm92
surge elevations over 2 m. As one of these two events, the Typhoon Hato in August 2017 generated a93
pronounced storm surge along the coast of the PRE. The maximum storm surge reached 1.62 m at A-Ma94
station in Macau, a record high in Macao since records began in 1925 (Li et al., 2018), and reached 2.7995
m and 2.42 m at Zhuhai and Tsim Bei Tsui in Hong Kong, respectively. Observations of the water levels96
during the passage of Hato provided an unique dataset to assess the tide-surge interactions and the relative97
contributions from the three different processes.98

The main objectives of this study are therefore to apply a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model to99
identify the characteristics of tide-surge interaction in the PRE during Typhoon Hato and to quantify the100
relative importance of the three nonlinear effects on the tide-surge interaction. In section 2, the numerical101
model and model configurations used in this study are briefly described. The reconstructed wind field,102
model simulated astronomical tides and total water levels are evaluated and validated in detail by comparing103
with observations in section 3. The characteristics of tide-surge interaction and its impact in the PRE for104
Typhoon Hato are studied in section 4. In section 5, the relative importance of the three nonlinear effects105
on the tide-surge interaction is quantified by using the newly proposed “addition” approach. Finally, the106
results are summarized and conclusions drawn in section 6.107
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a) The track and intensity of Typhoon Hato that crossed the Pearl River Estuary in August
2017. The model domain is bordered by blue dash lines. The six downward-pointing triangles indicate
the locations of wind gauges; four diamonds represent the locations of tidal gauges. The information of
typhoon track is provided by Zhejiang Water Resources Department (typhoon.zjwater.gov.cn), and the
typhoon intensity is provided by HongKong observatory (HKO, 2017). (b) The unstructured model grid,
which includes 97602 triangular elements and 56993 nodes in total; the names of three hydrological stations
located at the model’s river boundaries are also indicated. (c) Zoomed bathymetry around the PRE and its
adjacent shelf waters. The abbreviations: WS, MS, ES and SZB mean the West Shoal, Middle Shoal, East
Shoal and Shenzhen Bay, respectively.

2 METHODS

2.1 The Numerical Model108

In this study, a prognostic, three-dimensional coastal-ocean model developed for hydrodynamic-wave109
coupling (Zheng et al., 2017b) has been applied to study the tide-surge interaction in the PRE. The model110
is based on the Finite-Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM, by Chen et al. (2003)), it uses non-111
overlapped triangular grids in the horizontal (x and y) to resolve the complex shoreline and geometry,112
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and the generalized terrain-following Sigma coordinate (s) in the vertical direction to accommodate the113
irregular bathymetry. The mode-split approach is used for the solution of circulation model, in which114
currents are divided into external and internal modes and computed using an external and internal time step115
respectively (Chen et al., 2003). After the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations, the 3D momentum116
and continuity equations used in FVCOM are presented as follows:117

∂uD
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+
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+
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+
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+
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= 0 (3)122

where u, v, ω are the velocity components in x, y and s directions, respectively; the vertical s coordinate123
ranges from s = −1 at the bottom to s = 0 at the free surface; D = ζ + h is the total water depth, ζ124
is the surface elevation and h is the resting water depth; ζa is the sea level displacement induced by the125
“inverse barometer effect”; g is the gravitational acceleration and f is the Coriolis parameter; ρ0 and ρ are126
the reference water density and water density, respectively; Km and ν are the vertical eddy and molecular127
viscosity coefficients, respectively; (Fx, Fy) represent the horizontal momentum mixing terms in the x, y128
directions, respectively.129

In the above momentum equations (i.e. Eqs. (1) and (2)), the second, third and fourth terms on the130
left-hand side are the advection terms (ADV); while the second term on the right-hand side represents the131
baroclinic pressure gradient force (which is neglected in this study). The surface and bottom boundary132
conditions for u, v, ω are given as follows:133

ρ0Km

D

(
∂u

∂s
,
∂v

∂s

)
= (τsx, τsy) , ω = 0 at s = 0 (4)

ρ0Km

D

(
∂u

∂s
,
∂v

∂s

)
=
(
τbx, τby

)
, ω = 0 at s = −1 (5)

in which (τsx, τsy) and
(
τbx, τby

)
are the x and y components of surface wind and bottom stresses,134

respectively.135

The quadratic law is applied in the parameterization of both the surface wind and bottom stresses as136
follows:137

(τsx, τsy) = ρaCds

√
U2
w + V 2

w (Uw, Vw) (6)
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(
τbx, τby

)
= ρ0Cdb

√
u2 + v2 (u, v) (7)

where ρa is the air density; Cds and Cdb are the surface wind stress and bottom drag coefficients,138
respectively; (Uw, Vw) are the wind speed components at a height of 10 m above sea surface in the139
x and y directions, respectively. In FVCOM, the surface drag coefficient Cds is determined with a bulk140
formula as follows (Large and Pond, 1981):141

Cds × 103 =


1.2 , |Vw| < 11.0ms−1

0.49 + 0.065|Vw| , 11.0 <= |Vw| < 25.0ms−1

2.115 , |Vw| >= 25.0ms−1
(8)

in which |Vw| =
√
U2
w + V 2

w is the magnitude of wind velocity; the bottom drag coefficient Cdb is142
determined by matching a logarithmic bottom layer to the model at a height of zr above the bottom, i.e.143

Cdb = max

 κ2[
ln
(
zr
z0

)]2 , 0.0025
 (9)

where κ = 0.4 is the von Karman constant, z0 is the bottom roughness parameter, and zr is a reference144
height above the bed, normally equivalent to half of the height of the first grid cell above the bed (e.g.145
zr = D/[2(N − 1)] and N is the number of vertical sigma layers). It is noted that the Cdb calculated as146
above is dependent on the total water depth which should also includes a nonlinear shallow water effect.147
This effect is eliminated by applying a constant Cdb of 0.0025 in order to cleanly separate the contribution148
of nonlinear bottom friction and the shallow water effect, and also for its negligible role in affecting the149
tide-surge interactions (Zhang et al., 2010).150

2.2 Model Configuration in the PRE151

The model domain covers the whole Pearl River Delta together with part of the South China Sea shelf. The152
open boundary (OB) is parallel to the coast and is placed far away enough to eliminate any boundary effects153
on the simulation inside the PRE (Figure 1). The resolution of the horizontal grid is ∼ 50− 200m within154
the Pearl River network, ∼ 300−500m inside the PRE and decreases from the coastline (∼ 500−1000m)155
towards offshore. The maximum grid size at the OB is approximately 15 km. The resultant horizontal mesh156
contains a total of 97602 elements and 56993 nodes (Figure 1b). In the vertical direction 25 sigma layers157
are used, with uniform layer thickness of about 0.2 m inside the majority of the PRE.158

The model was driven by tidal forcing from the OB and atmospheric forcing (i.e. wind stress and sea159
level pressure, SLP) at the sea surface. Eight tidal constituents (i.e. M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1) from160
the TPXO database (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002) were used to generate tidal water level time series to drive161
the model at the open boundary. The atmospheric forcing consisted of hourly 10 m wind speed and SLP162
with a horizontal resolution of 0.2◦ (latitude/longitude), and were obtained from the National Centers for163
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) dataset. In order to better164
describe the typhoon-associated wind field and SLP, a blended atmospheric forcing was used in this study165
by inserting an idealized wind field and SLP for a tropical cyclone, which was calculated by the Holland166
parametric tropical cyclone model (Holland, 1980), into the original large-scale CFSR atmospheric data167
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(see details in Section 7). In addition, high temporal resolution (hourly) observed river discharge from168
three upstream hydrological stations (i.e. Gaoyao, Shijiao and Boluo) were used to represent the freshwater169
inputs from the West River, the North River and the East River, respectively.170

Three sets of numerical experiments were conducted to assess the model performance and to analyse the171
mechanism of tide-surge interaction:172

(a) Full run (Run-Full): The model was driven by both the tidal forcing at the OB and also the blended173
atmospheric forcing. The resultant water level from this model run is the storm tide (ζST ).174

(b) Storm-only run (Run-SO): Only the blended atmospheric forcing was used to drive the model while175
the tidal forcing was turned off. The resultant water level from this model run is called pure storm surge176
(ζSO).177

(c) Tide-only run (Run-TO): Only the tidal forcing was included. The resultant water level is the pure178
astronomical tide level (ζTO).179

All of the above experiments started from 1st August of 2017 and spun up from rest (i.e. zero velocity180
and undisturbed water level) for the first 4 days, then the simulations were conducted continuously through181
the whole of August 2017. The split-mode time stepping method is used in this model, with a 6 s internal182
time step and 1 s external time step.183

3 MODEL EVALUATION AND VALIDATION

3.1 Wind Speed Evaluation184

As shown in Figure 1, Hato formed as a tropical depression over the sea northeast of Luzon Island185
on 19th August 2017 and intensified to a tropical storm over the same waters on 20th August. It moved186
westwards across the Luzon Strait, and intensified to typhoon strength over the northeastern part of the187
South China Sea on 22nd August. After that, Hato moved west-northwest towards the coast of China where188
it intensified further and became a super typhoon in the early morning of 23rd August over the sea south189
of Hong Kong, reaching its peak intensity with an estimated sustained wind speed of 185 km/h near its190
centre. After making landfall at Zhuhai with severe typhoon intensity, Hato gradually degenerated into191
a low pressure system on 24th August. Based on the above information, a reconstructed blended wind192
field for Typhoon Hato was created by using the Holland parametric model (see details in the Appendix,193
Section 7). Comparing with the original CFSR wind, the blended wind field shows a much larger wind194
speed near the typhoon center, and a more asymmetric vortex structure, which has larger wind speeds on195
the right hand side of the typhoon track due to the typhoon translation motion (Figure 2). Especially at196
03:00 GMT on 23rd August, when Hato intensified as a super typhoon, the blended data (Figure 2h) clearly197
reproduced the much stronger typhoon intensity; by contrast no obvious vortex structure of typhoon was198
found in the original CFSR data (Figure 2d). Moreover, the locations of typhoon center in the blended data199
are consistent with, while those in the CFSR data deviate more or less from (e.g. Figure 2a and 2b), those200
taken from the best track data.201

In order to have a qualitative evaluation of both the CFSR and the blended winds, the observed wind202
speeds from six representative wind gauge stations are used in this study, including stations 59682 and203
G3599 that are located near Hato’s track center and G3598 which is relatively far away, and another two204
locations (i.e. G1217 and 59479) that are near the entrance of the PRE but also not far from the tropical205
cyclone track and an extra one (i.e. G1211) that is located inside the PRE.206
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(m/s)

Figure 2. Wind fields from the CFSR dataset (a-d), CFSR and Holland model blended data (e-h), from 10
GMT of 22nd August to 03 GMT of 23rd August, 2017 when Typhoon Hato moved over the northeastern
part of the South China Sea. The white (red) solid circles represent the non-current (current) position of the
hourly typhoon center provided by Zhejiang Water Resources Department (typhoon.zjwater.gov.cn)
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Figure 3. Comparisons of wind speed from CFSR and Holland model blended data (black line), CFSR
dataset (red line), and observations (blue dots).

The observed and reconstructed wind speed at the above six stations are compared in Figure 3, in which207
a common feature of two distinct peaks is observed in the last ten days of August. The first peak on 23rd208
August results from Typhoon Hato, while the other one is due to another typhoon, Pakhar. In this research,209
only Hato is analysed in detail and thus the blended wind field is only created during its passage (i.e.210
21st-24th of August), while for the rest of the time the blended wind field is identical to the CFSR dataset.211
Comparing with the observations, the wind speeds based on CFSR are very close to the measurements212
when Hato’s effects are minimal, e.g. between 15th August and 21st August when the typhoon is absent213
at all stations, and throughout the whole period at G3598 which is far away from the typhoon center.214
However, the CFSR data severely underestimates the wind speed during the passage of both Typhoon215
Hato and Pakhar. In contrast, the blended approach reproduces both Typhoon Hato’s peak wind magnitude216
and timing well on the whole, although some discrepancies are still observed (e.g. G1211) due to the fact217
that the parametric tropical cyclone model does not account for the structural changes and wind reduction218
caused by the local land topographies. These comparison results suggest that a blended approach is able to219
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achieve reasonably good estimation of the peak wind stresses under a typhoon condition, while the CFSR220
data can only be reasonably used with minimal typhoon impacts.221

3.2 Water Level Validation222

Figure 4. Comparisons of model predicted (lines) with the reconstructed (circles) astronomical tides over
5th-31st August 2017 at the station of Guanchong, Xipaotai, Huangpu and Nansha. The reconstructed
astronomical tides are calculated from the tidal constituents that obtained from the long-term harmonic
analysis of the observed total water levels.

To validate the computed water level, a root-mean-square error (RMSE), correlation coefficient (R) and223
model skill (Skill) metrics were used. The RMSE indicates the average deviation of the model results from224
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the observations, and is defined as225

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
n=1

(Mn − Cn)2 (10)

where Mn and Cn are the measurements and model computed results, respectively, at N discrete points.226
The correlation coefficient (CCF) and model skill (Skill) evaluate the coherence between the model results227
and observations; a CCF or Skill value of 1 indicates a perfect agreement between the model results and228
measurements whereas a value of 0 indicates complete disagreement. The CCF is given by229

CCF =

1
N

N∑
n=1

(
Mn −Mn

) (
Cn − Cn

)
σCσM

(11)

where σC and σM are the standard deviations of the model results and measurements, respectively; the230
overbar represents the mean value. Following Willmott (1981), the Skill formulation is given as follows:231

Skill = 1−

N∑
n=1
|Mn − Cn|2

N∑
n=1

(
|Mn −Mn|2 + |Cn −Mn|2

) (12)

Table 1. The evaluation of model results: the measurements (Mn) used to calculate RMSE,CCF and Skill
for the Astronomical Tide run are the reconstructed astronomical tides from the harmonic analysis results
of the observed long-term total water levels, while the measurements used for the validation of the Storm
Tide runs are the total water level observations.

Stations: Guanchong Xipaotai Huangpu Nansha

Astronomical
Tide

RMSE (m) 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.12
CCF 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.99
Skill 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98

Storm Tide*
RMSE (m) 0.19 (0.28) 0.16 (0.25) 0.21 (0.34) 0.18 (0.31)
CCF 0.96 (0.96) 0.96 (0.93) 0.96 (0.93) 0.97 (0.95)
Skill 0.94 (0.92) 0.96 (0.92) 0.96 (0.92) 0.96 (0.93)

* Calculations are conducted using the model results with the blended atmospheric forcing, the values inside the
parentheses are calculated over 21st-24th August, while those outside are calculated over 5th-31st August.

The computed astronomical tide was first evaluated at four hydrological stations of Guanchong, Xipaotai,232
Huangpu and Nansha over 5th-31st August, 2017 (Figure 4). As shown in Table 1, the model predictions233
follow the reconstructed astronomical tides very well: the RMSE values at all four stations are less than 0.17234
m, the correlation coefficient (CCF) and model skill (Skill) are generally above 0.96. The model-predicted235
storm tide at the above four stations were further compared with the total water level observations in236
Figure 5. At all of the above four stations, the observed storm tide reaches its maximum (above 2 m) on237
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Figure 5. Comparisons of model predicted (lines) with observed (circles) time series of water level over
21st-28th August 2017.

the morning of 23rd August, shortly after Typhoon Hato makes landfall. Among these four stations, the238
recorded storm tide shows a pattern of a single-maximum at Huangpu and Nansha, with peak water levels239
of 2.92 m and 3.3 m, respectively. At the other two stations (i.e. Guanchong and Xipaotai), it is interesting240
to observe that the recorded water level shows a double-peak pattern of “abrupt decline and then rapid241
rise” in a short time period just before reaching the maximum value on the 23rd August. This is closely242
related to the positions of these two stations relative to the typhoon center, which determines the local wind243
direction, and their relative relationship with the local geometry of the coastline. When Hato moves close244
but has not made landfall, these two stations are located in the right front quadrant of the typhoon, with245
offshore winds prevailing locally; a negative storm surge is thus produced, making the local water level246
drop significantly. After Hato makes landing, the local wind direction becomes onshore in a short time,247
with the above two stations lying at the right rear of the typhoon center. The local water level thus increases248
with a positive storm surge produced. It is the strong local wind that leads to the significant intensity of the249
local drop and rise of water level; whereas the fast translation speed of Hato results in the sharp change of250
water levels from a local minimum to the maximum value.251

When Hato is far away (i.e. before and after the 23rd August) from the local stations, the model predicted252
storm tide from CFSR wind field agrees well with the observations. However, the CFSR model results253
severely under-estimate the maximum water levels (e.g. Nansha station) when Hato moves close, in the254
meantime it totally misses the “double-peak” pattern of water level observed at Guanchong and Xipaotai.255
By contrast, the model calculated water levels from the blended data agree well with the observations256
during the whole passage of Typhoon Hato, with both the storm tide maxima and the above “double-peak”257
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pattern of water level well reproduced. The model discrepancies at the time when peak storm tides occur258
are reduced from 1.37m, 1.32m, 0.46m and 1.06 m (when the original CFSR data is used) to 0.42m,259
0.08m, 0.18m and 0.20m (when the blended data is used), at the station of Guanchong, Xipaotai, Huangpu260
and Nansha, respectively. Therefore, significant improvements in the model predicted water levels were261
obtained in this study by using the blended data shown in the Appendix (section 7). Table 1 also shows262
that the CCF (Skill) at all four stations is above 0.96 (0.94), indicating an overall good agreement of the263
model-predicted storm tide with the observations over the whole simulation period. However, when we264
zoom in on the validation period for 21st-24th August, the CCF (Skill) reduces slightly while the RMSE265
increases more than 9 cm at all four stations. This is largely due to the missing of some physical processes266
in the present model simulations, e.g. wave-induced setup and non-hydrostatic pressure gradients (Zhang267
et al., 2017).268

4 TIDE-SURGE INTERACTION AND ITS IMPACT

Figure 6 shows the time series of the model-predicted storm tide levels (ζST ), astronomical tide levels (ζTO)269
and pure surge elevations (ζSO) at the above four tide gauges; they are water level results from the standard270
experiment of Run-Full, Run-TO and Run-SO, respectively. In addition, two residual water elevations, i.e.271
ζPS and ζTSI , are also included in Figure 6. The residual water elevation ζPS is calculated by subtracting272
ζTO from ζST , and is known as the practical storm surge, as defined in most operational storm surge273
monitoring systems (Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007; Zhang et al., 2010); while ζTSI = ζST − ζTO − ζSO,274
is the residual elevation due to the tide-surge interaction. Model results show that the magnitudes of ζPS275
near the landfall of Hato are 2-3 m at the four tide gauges and are much larger than their neighbouring276
astronomical tidal high levels. These high water elevations overtopped the coastal sea walls, bringing a277
large amount of flooding to the coastal areas of the PRE (Li et al., 2018).278

Without tide-surge interaction, the practical storm surge ζPS will be equal to the pure storm surge ζSO.279
However, this is generally not true, as shown in Figure 6: the ζPS is not equal to ζSO during most of the280
time at all four stations. The comparison of ζPS and ζSO shows a general feature, in that the magnitudes of281
ζPS are greater near low tide but smaller near high tide than ζSO, especially in the first tidal cycle on 23rd282
August, when the storm surge maxima occurs. Similar results have also been reported in many previous283
studies, e.g. Horsburgh and Wilson (2007); Zhang et al. (2010); Rego and Li (2010); Zhang et al. (2017),284
reflecting the effects of tidal modulation on surge generation which can be explained by an idealized285
expression for the equilibrium between sea surface slope and a constant wind stress term (Pugh, 1996) as286
follows:287

∂ζ

∂x
=
CdsU

2
w

gD
(13)

Although such an equilibrium is rarely established in the real world, because the wind field changes288
frequently, Eq. (13) illustrates a fundamental point that the wind stress is more effective in producing289
surges in the shallower waters, e.g. during the tidal low waters. In addition to the change of magnitude, the290
phase of the surge can also be altered by the tide-surge interaction (tidal modulation). Previous studies, e.g.291
Horsburgh and Wilson (2007); Wolf (2009); Rego and Li (2010), have pointed out that a reduced water292
depth will result in reduced phase speed both directly and indirectly due to the effects of bottom friction as293
it is inversely proportional to the water depth; whereas the enhanced water depth will increase the phase294
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Figure 6. Time series of storm tides (ζST ), pure astronomical tides (ζTO), pure storm surges (ζSO),
practical storm surges (ζPS) and residual elevations due to the tide-surge interaction (ζTSI ) over 22nd-25th
August 2017 at the station of Guanchong, Xipaotai, Huangpu and Nansha.

speed. In consistent with the above physics, the peaks of the predicted ζPS shown in Figure 6 arrive a bit295
earlier than those of ζSO.296

The impact of tidal modulation (tide-surge interaction) on the storm surge and total water levels in the297
whole PRE can be examined in detail in Figure 7, in which the distribution of the differences between the298
maxima of ζPS and ζSO (i.e. ζmax

PS − ζmax
SO ; Figure 7a), and the differences between the maxima of ζST and299

ζSO + ζTO (i.e. ζmax
ST − [ζSO + ζTO]

max = [ζPS + ζTO]
max − [ζSO + ζTO]

max; Figure 7b), are presented.300
In these figures, two notable features can be observed: firstly, the spatial distributions of both differences301
defined above show considerable variations in the PRE, indicating that the effect of tide-surge interaction302
is highly localised and spatially varying; secondly, both the tidally modulated peak water elevations (i.e.303
ζPS , ζST ) have higher magnitudes near the east coast but smaller magnitudes close to the west coast304
of the PRE than those predicted without the effects of tide (i.e. ζSO, [ζSO + ζTO]), which confirms the305
previous studies (e.g. Brown et al., 2010; Quinn et al., 2012) in showing that tide-surge interaction can306
either enhance or reduce the peak surge elevations. More detailed examinations of the magnitudes show307
that the peak water elevations at Shenzhen Bay are significantly raised by 0.1 - 0.5 m due to tide-surge308
interaction, whereas in the coastal area of Zhuhai and Macau the peak water elevations are reduced by309
0.2-0.4 m. From a surge-protection point of view, the increase in the water level shown in Figure 7a and 7b310
is of more practically significance, as an underestimation of the peak water elevations, e.g. near the east311
PRE coast in this study when the effect of tide-surge interaction is not taken into account, could lead to312
huge economic loss and high fatalities.313
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The differences in the maxima of the practical storm surge ζPS and pure storm surge ζSO (i.e. ζmax
PS −314

ζmax
SO ) in Figure 7a represent the tide-surge interaction-induced changes in the magnitude of the storm315

surge. By contrast, the differences between the maximum elevations of ζST and ζSO + ζTO (i.e. ζmax
ST −316

[ζSO+ ζTO]
max = [ζPS + ζTO]

max− [ζSO+ ζTO]
max) in Figure 7b include the effects from the tide-surge317

interaction on both the magnitudes and phases of the storm surge. The fact that the tide-surge interaction318
not only influences the surge level but also the peak timing of the storm surge, is clearly reflected in the319
contrast between Figure 7a and 7b, which is also detailed in Figure 7c. A close examination on Figure 7c320
suggests that the phase alteration mainly increases (i.e. positive magnitudes) the peak total water elevations321
(i.e. the storm tide elevation ζST ) in the majority of the PRE. One of the most notable areas is near the322
top of Shenzhen Bay, where a maximum magnitude of 0.18 m is found, which is largely caused by the323
phase alteration due to the nonlinear shallow water effects (see details in section 5.2). The above analysis324
indicates that both the tidally modulated surge generation and phase alteration contribute considerably to325
the peak overall water elevations; a linear superposition of the atmospheric-only forced pure storm surge326
(ζSO) with the astronomical tide (ζTO) can deviate from the real conditions significantly as shown in Figure327
7 and thus the effects of nonlinear tide-surge interactions are vitally important.328

(a) (b) (c)

m m m

Figure 7. Spatial distributions of (a) the differences between the maximum of ζPS and ζSO (i.e.
ζmax
PS − ζmax

SO ), (b) the differences between the maximum of ζST and ζSO + ζTO (i.e. ζmax
ST −

[ζSO + ζTO]
max = [ζPS + ζTO]

max − [ζSO + ζTO]
max), and (c) the differences between (a) and (b)(

i.e.
{
ζmax
ST − [ζSO + ζTO]

max
}
−
{
ζmax
PS − ζmax

SO

})
, during the passage of Typhoon Hato.

As noted in previous studies (Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007; Wolf, 2009; Rego and Li, 2010), the329
modulation of surge generation and propagation shown above represents the effect of tide on the surge,330
while the effect of surge on the tide is largely presented as a phase shift of the tidal signal. These mutual331
influences between the tide and surge contribute to the total effects of tide-surge interaction. Since the332
residual water elevation ζTSI , calculated as ζST − ζTO − ζSO, is the result of tide-surge interaction, it333
has been taken as a direct measure of the interaction intensity in previous researches (e.g Bernier and334
Thompson, 2007; Zhang et al., 2010; Rego and Li, 2010; Zhang et al., 2017). Figure 6 shows that the335
ζTSI is negligible before and after the passage of Typhoon Hato and it increases greatly in magnitude as336
the storm surge develops at all stations. Notable oscillations are found in ζTSI with a near-tidal period,337
which is very likely due to the effect of tidal modulation. To quantify the absolute intensity of tide-surge338
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interaction, some studies (e.g. Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007; Rego and Li, 2010; Zhang et al., 2017) have339
used various different indicators, including the maximum positive (MAX) or minimum negative (MIN)340
magnitude of ζTSI , whereas some others (e.g. Bernier and Thompson, 2007; Rego and Li, 2010; Zhang341
et al., 2010) used the root-mean-square value (RMS) of ζTSI1, as the representative variable. Evidently,342
RMS(ζTSI ) represents the average intensity of tide-surge interaction, while the MAX(ζTSI ) or MIN(ζTSI )343
are more concerned with the maximum intensity, that occurs during an entire typhoon event. For Typhoon344
Hato, the spatial distribution of MAX(ζTSI) and RMS(ζTSI) in the PRE are shown in Figure 8a and 8b,345
respectively. Both of these two figures demonstrate the feature that the intensity of tide-surge interaction is346
strongest in the top of the PRE and Shenzhen Bay and it gradually decreases from the estuary/bay head347
to the estuary/bay entrance, as the bell-shaped geometry can amplify the impact of tide-surge interaction.348
The MAX(ζTSI) is about 0.18-0.6 m in the PRE, whereas the magnitude of RMS(ζTSI) is much smaller349
(0.07-0.25 m). The contrast between MAX(ζTSI) and RMS(ζTSI) indicates that the effect of tide-surge350
interaction varies strongly over time, which coincides with the distribution pattern of ζTSI as shown in351
Figure 6 so that the majority of the energy of the tide-surge interaction concentrates near the time when the352
largest storm surge happens. Besides the MAX(ζTSI) and RMS(ζTSI), a new indicator Ir is also plotted353
in Figure 8c. It is defined as the ratio of RMS(ζTSI) to the square root of the product of RMS(ζSO) and354
RMS(ζTO), i.e. Ir = RMS(ζTSI)/

√
RMS(ζSO) ∗RMS(ζTO), and is used to reflect the total relative355

intensity of tide-surge interaction to pure storm surge and pure astronomical tide, similar to that in Zhang356
et al. (2010). A similar feature is found in Figure 8c as that shown in Figure 8a and 8b. As the intensity of357
tide-surge interaction increases in proportion to both surge height and tidal range (Horsburgh and Wilson,358
2007), Ir is considered to be more appropriate to quantify the relative importance of different physical359
processes in studying the mechanisms of tide-surge interaction (see details in section 5).360

(a) (b) (c)

m m

Figure 8. Spatial distributions of (a) the maximum positive magnitude of ζTSI , i.e. MAX(ζTSI);
(b) the root-mean-square of ζTSI , i.e. RMS(ζTSI); and (c) the ratio Ir which is defined as Ir =
RMS(ζTSI)/

√
RMS(ζSO) ∗RMS(ζTO); in the PRE during the passage of Typhoon Hato.

1 The root-mean-square (RMS) of ζTSI is defined as RMS(ζTSI) =
√∫

∆T ζ
2
TSIdt/∆T ; in which ∆T represents the duration of typhoon event.
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5 MECHANISM ANALYSIS OF THE TIDE-SURGE INTERACTION

5.1 The “subtraction” approach361

To assess the contribution of each nonlinear physical process to the tide-surge interaction, previous studies362
(Zhang et al., 2010; Bernier and Thompson, 2007; Zhang et al., 2017) conducted numerical experiments363
using a reduced model approach in which the nonlinear terms associated with each physical process were364
eliminated or linearized: (1) to quantify the nonlinear advective effect (Exp-LAdv), the advective terms365
were removed from the Eqs. (1) and (2); (2) to quantify the nonlinear bottom friction effect (Exp-LBot),366
the quadratic form of bottom friction was linearized by using

(
τbx, τby

)
= ρ0Cdb (u, v); and (3) to quantify367

the shallow water effect (Exp-LSW), the total water depth D = h + ζ in the governing equations was368
replaced by h. Therefore, this approach can be regarded as a “subtraction approach” as it is based on a369
standard model that includes all three processes and assesses the changes to the interaction intensity after370
one of the processes is removed. Various aspects of this approach are also briefly summarized in Table 2.371
Following the same procedure as in the standard experiment (Exp-SD, i.e. the experiment conducted using372
the complete model including all three processes; section 4), three model runs (i.e. Run-Full, Run-TO373
and Run-SO) were conducted in each reduced-model experiment from which the corresponding residual374
elevations due to tide-surge interaction (i.e. ζLAdv

TSI , ζLBot
TSI and ζLSWTSI ) are calculated. The contribution from375

each process is then assessed by quantifying the extent to which the intensity of tide-surge interaction is376
reduced. For this purpose, Zhang et al. (2010) calculated a reduction ratio of RMS(ζTSI), i.e. Ip, whereas377
Zhang et al. (2017) closely compared the MAX(ζTSI) calculated by the reduced experiments with that378
obtained from standard experiment. The Ip is defined as follows (Zhang et al., 2010):379

Ip =
RMS(ζSDTSI)−RMS(ζ∗TSI)

RMS(ζSDTSI)
× 100% (14)

where RMS(ζSDTSI) and RMS(ζ∗TSI) are root-mean-square of ζTSI obtained from the standard experiment380
and reduced experiments, respectively; and ∗ represents either LAdv, LBot or LSW .381

Although the contribution from each process can be discerned on close comparisons of the interaction382
intensity between the results from a reduced model and the standard model as in Zhang et al. (2017), it is383
best visualised from the detailed analysis of the differences obtained by subtracting the interaction intensity384
of a reduced model from that of the standard model. The reduction ratio Ro, based on a generalized form385
of the Ip in Eq. (14), is employed to quantify the reduction of tide-surge interaction intensity as follows:386

Ro =
PSD − P ∗

PSD
× 100% (15)

where P is a general indicator used to represent the intensity of tide-surge interaction, e.g. MAX(ζTSI),387
RMS(ζTSI) or Ir; SD represents the standard experiment and * represents either LAdv, LBot or LSW .388

The calculated Ro over the PRE is shown in Figure 9a-c, Figure 9d-f and Figure 9g-i for the reduced389
experiment of Exp-LAdv, Exp-LBot and Exp-LSW, respectively. All three indicators, MAX(ζTSI),390
RMS(ζTSI) and Ir, are used to represent the intensity of tide-surge interaction and to calculate the391
corresponding Ro. In the present approach, the contribution from each physical process is expected392
to lead to nonnegative reduction ratio (Ro), with its magnitude indicating the strength of contribution.393
However, negative values of Ro are found in all three reduced experiments based on all three intensity394
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Figure 9. Spatial distributions of the reduction ratio Ro in the PRE. (a)-(c) shows the Ro that calculated
by using RMS(ζTSI), Ir and MAX(ζTSI), respectively, from the reduced experiment Exp-LAdv; (d)-(f)
shows the Ro that calculated by using RMS(ζTSI), Ir and MAX(ζTSI), respectively, from the reduced
experiment Exp-LBot; (g)-(i) shows the Ro that calculated by using RMS(ζTSI), Ir and MAX(ζTSI),
respectively, from the reduced experiment Exp-LSW.
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Table 2. The “subtraction” numerical approach used to study the mechanisms of tide-surge interaction

Name Brief Description Purpose

Exp-SD
Including all three
nonlinear effects

Standard experiment

Exp-LAdv
Remove advective
terms in Eqs. (1) and (2)

To assess the nonlinear
advective effect

Exp-LBot
Linearize bottom
friction by using(
τbx, τby

)
= ρ0Cdb (u, v)

To assess the nonlinear
bottom friction effect

Exp-LSW
Replace the total
water depth D with h

To assess the shallow
water effect

indicators (RMS, Ir and MAX) in Figure 9a-i. This common feature suggests that it is more likely that395
the “subtraction” approach is the reason for the negative reduction ratio, rather than that inappropriate396
indicators are being used. Similar results were also observed in several previous studies (e.g. Tang et al.,397
1996; Zhang et al., 2017). As explained in Zhang et al. (2017), this phenomenon is due to the “rebalance”398
effect: in each of the three reduced experiments, when one physical process is removed, the remaining399
other two processes will increase their strength to rebalance the governing equations, a larger intensity400
of tide-surge interaction induced by these two processes is thus obtained, which leads to a negative Ro.401
Furthermore, the change of strength of the remaining two processes (say the nonlinear bottom friction402
effect and shallow water effect) indicates that the tide-surge interaction intensities induced by these two403
processes from a reduced model (i.e. P ∗) are different from those included in the standard model (i.e.404
those included in PSD). Even if the value of PSD − P ∗ is positive, it may not be the correct intensity405
induced by the first process (say the nonlinear advective effect). This means that, in addition to the negative406
Ro, the positive Ro can also be influenced by the “rebalance” effect. The Ro shown in Figure 9, whether407
positive or negative, thus cannot correctly represent the contribution from one nonlinear process properly.408
An “addition” approach is therefore developed to improve the analysis in the next section.409

5.2 The “addition” approach410

Due to the defects found in the above “subtraction” numerical approach, a new method is proposed in411
this section in order to clearly separate the contributions of the three physical processes and quantify their412
relative contributions to the tide-surge interaction. As introduced in section 5.1, the “subtraction” approach413
quantifies the contribution of one specific process to the tide-surge interaction by removing/linearizing its414
corresponding momentum terms from the standard model. After this operation, each reduced model still415
contains two of three nonlinear effects. In contrast, the present new approach takes an “addition” approach416
(Table 3): (a) firstly, a base experiment (Exp-None) was conducted using a reduced model with all three417
nonlinear effects removed; (b) three experiments (Exp-AAdv, Exp-ABot, Exp-ASW) were then carried418
out, each only takes one nonlinear effect into account; (c) following the same method as in the standard419
experiment and the “subtraction” approach, the astronomical tide (ζTO), the surge (ζSO) and tide-surge420
interaction residual (ζTSI ) corresponding to the above four experiments were obtained.421
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Table 3. The new numerical approach used to study the mechanisms of tide-surge interaction
Name Brief Description Purpose

Exp-SD Includes all three nonlinear effects Standard experiment
Exp-None Remove all three nonlinear effects Base experiment

Exp-AAdv Exp-None +
advective terms in Eqs. (1) and (2)

To assess the nonlinear
advective effect

Exp-ABot Exp-None +
quadratic bottom friction

To assess the nonlinear
bottom friction effect

Exp-ASW Exp-None +
D = ζ + h

To assess the shallow
water effect

To assess the quantification of the contribution from each physical process to the tide-surge interaction, a422
new ratio Rn is defined as follows:423

Rn =
P ∗∗ − PNone

PSD
× 100% (16)

where P is the general indicator used to represent the intensity of tide-surge interaction as used in Eq. (15);424
SD represents the standard experiment and ** represent either AAdv, ABot or ASW . It should be noted425
that, although the ζTSI obtained from the base experiment (Exp-None) should theoretically be zero as all426
three nonlinear physical processes are removed, it in fact has a magnitude of O(mm) due to the existence427
of numerical errors.428

As only one process is included in a specific reduced model, the interaction intensity induced by this429
process will not be affected by the other two processes. Figure 10 shows the calculated Rn from the430
reduced experiment of Exp-AAdv (Figure 10a-c), Exp-ABot (Figure 10d-f), and Exp-ASW (Figure 10g-431
i), respectively, by using all of the three representative intensity indicators. As expected, positive Rn432
values were obtained in all cases. For the same reduced experiment, the spatial distribution pattern of433
Rn calculated from RMS(ζTSI) is very close to that from Ir, indicating that these two indicators of434
interaction intensity, RMS(ζTSI) and Ir, provide similar quantification of the relative contributions from435
the physical processes. However, the spatial distribution of Rn calculated from RMS(ζTSI) (or Ir) and436
that from MAX(ζTSI) are very different. This can be explained as follows: both RMS(ζTSI) and Ir437
represent the average intensity whereas the MAX(ζTSI) represents the maximum intensity of tide-surge438
interaction that occurs during an entire typhoon event. The magnitudes of Rn calculated from RMS(ζTSI)439
and Ir also differ from each other, indicating that the pure storm surge levels (ζSO) and pure astronomical440
tide elevations (ζTO) in the reduced experiments are not same with those in the standard experiment.441
As the tide-surge interaction increases in direct proportion to both surge height and tidal range, a larger442
RMS(ζTSI) or MAX(ζTSI) in the reduced experiment may be due to the larger surge height and/or the443
larger tidal range, but not necessarily due to the corresponding nonlinear physical processes themselves.444
Therefore, it is not appropriate to use RMS(ζTSI) or MAX(ζTSI) to represent the contributions from the445
three physical processes to the tide-surge interaction. In contrast, the ratio Ir, as shown in Eq. (16), reflects446
the total relative intensity of tide-surge interaction to the pure storm surge and pure astronomical tide, thus447
eliminating the influences of the change of surge height and tidal range on the interaction intensity. It is448
therefore more reasonable to use Ir rather than RMS(ζTSI) and MAX(ζTSI) to quantify the relative449
contribution from the three physical processes.450
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Figure 10. Similar as Figure 9 but for the Rn calculated by the “addition” numerical approach as described
in section 5.2. (a)-(c) shows theRn that calculated by usingRMS(ζTSI), Ir andMAX(ζTSI), respectively,
from the reduced experiment Exp-AAdv; (d)-(f) shows theRn that calculated by usingRMS(ζTSI), Ir and
MAX(ζTSI), respectively, from the reduced experiment Exp-ABot; (g)-(i) shows the Rn that calculated
by using RMS(ζTSI), Ir and MAX(ζTSI), respectively, from the reduced experiment Exp-ASW.
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Figure 11. The first (a, d, g), second (b, e, h), and third (c, f, i) most important nonlinear effect to the
tide-surge interaction in PRE. The green color represents the quadratic bottom friction; blue color represents
the shallow water effect; and the red color represents the nonlinear advective effect. (a-c) use RMS(ζTSI)
to calculate Rn; (d-f) use Ir to calculate Rn; and (g-i) use MAX(ζTSI) to calculate Rn.
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Results in Figure 10 d-f also show a common feature that the calculated Rn in some areas of the PRE is451
larger than 100%, indicating that the intensity of tide-surge interaction due to one of those processes alone452
is larger than that obtained from the standard model in which all three are included. This is a very interesting453
result, which suggests that certain interactions must have taken place between those three processes, and454
for some areas in PRE the result of this interaction is to reduce the magnitude of the contribution from455
individual process. In addition, this phenomenon may also be one of the reasons that the “rebalance effect”456
described in section 5.1 occurs: when one of the three physical processes is removed from the standard457
model, the remaining processes in the reduced model still interact with each other in somewhat different458
way; the “rebalance effect” thus occurs. It therefore further indicates that the “addition” approach is a better459
choice to avoid the complication in the quantification of the tide-surge interaction.460

From Figure 10, the relative contributions from the three processes to the tide-surge interaction can461
be directly compared based on the magnitude of Rn obtained from the three reduced experiments in462
specific regions in the PRE. For instance, the results demonstrate that the quadratic bottom friction is463
most significant in the majority of the PRE, whereas in the top of Shenzhen Bay the shallow water464
effect is more significant due to the limited water depth over the tidal flat. To get a clear overview of the465
overall contribution from the three processes in the whole PRE, the Rn values obtained from the three466
reduced models are firstly compared with each other and then sorted at every model grid according to467
their magnitudes. Subsequently, based on the RMS(ζTSI) indicator, the process with the largest Rn value468
at each grid node is plotted using its specific color code in Figure 11a. Similarly, the process with the469
second Rn is presented in Figure 11b and the smallest Rn in Figure 11c. Taking the top of Shenzhen Bay470
as an example, Figure 11a shows that the most important nonlinear process there is the shallow water471
effect (represented in blue); the second most important nonlinear process, shown in Figure 11b, is the472
quadratic bottom friction (represented in green); and the third most important nonlinear process, shown in473
Figure 11c, is the nonlinear advective effect (represented in red). In a similar way, the process with the474
largest Rn, second Rn and smallest Rn based on the Ir indicator is shown in Figure 11d-f and based on475
the MAX(ζTSI) indicator in Figure 11g-i. The process with largest, second and smallest contribution476
at any location can thus be directly identified from the corresponding color code. In the meantime, the477
area of one specific color represents the overall relative importance in the whole PRE. Clearly, no matter478
which intensity index is used, the results demonstrate a common conclusion that among all the largest479
contribution figures (Figure 11a, d and g), the quadratic bottom friction occupies the largest area, which480
means the bottom friction contributes the most to the tide-surge interaction. In the second contribution481
figures (Figure 11b, e and h), the shallow water effect is clearly the most significant and hence it contributes482
to the tide-surge interaction at the second level and nonlinear advection is the third significant contributor483
in the majority area of the PRE as shown in Figure 11c, f and i. Similar to those shown in Figure 10, the484
results obtained from Ir are close to that from RMS(ζTSI) but are different from MAX(ζTSI) at certain485
locations. For example, in the top of Shenzhen Bay, Figure 11d demonstrates that the shallow water effect486
dominates, whereas Figure 11g shows the quadratic bottom friction is more important. Due to its shallow487
water depth, this area is expected to be more significantly affected by the shallow water effect. Therefore,488
as demonstrated above, the Ir in Eq. (16) is recommended to use for the quantification of the contributions489
from any particular process.490

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the characteristics and mechanism of tide-surge interaction in the Pearl River Estuary during491
Typhoon Hato is studied in detail by using a 3D ocean model (Zheng et al., 2017b). Along with the use of a492
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blended atmospheric forcing which merged the Holland parametric model results with the CFSR reanalysis493
data, the model reproduces the pure astronomical tides and total seal levels reasonably well, especially494
at Guanchong and Xipaotai where the distinctive “double-peak” pattern observed in the measured water495
levels is well reproduced by the present model.496

To study the characteristics of tide-surge interaction in the PRE, three types of model runs were conducted,497
from which the total water level (storm tide ζST ), the pure storm surge (ζSO), the pure astronomical tide498
level (ζTO), the practical storm surge (ζPS) and the residual elevation due to the tide-surge interaction499
(ζTSI ) were obtained. These results show that, due to the tide-surge interaction, the storm surge is clearly500
modulated by the tide level, e.g. the magnitudes of ζPS are greater near low tide but smaller near high501
tide than ζSO. The timing of the surge is also altered due to the tidal modulation effect, and the peaks of502
the predicted ζPS shown in Figure 6 arrive a bit earlier than those of ζSO. The horizontal distributions of503
the differences between ζmax

PS and ζmax
SO (and the differences between ζmax

ST and [ζSO + ζTO]
max ) show504

that the effect of tide-surge interaction can either enhance or reduce the peak surge elevations. In addition,505
the resultant phase alteration can also affect the peak total water elevation (ζST ). A close examination of506
Figure 7c indicates that the phase alteration largely increases the peak ζST in the majority of the PRE. One507
of the most notable areas affected by such a process is near the top of Shenzhen Bay, where a maximum508
magnitude of 0.18 m is found. Three indicators were used to quantify the absolute intensity of tide-surge509
interaction, including the previously used MAX(ζTSI), RMS(ζTSI), and a newly proposed Ir, which510
reflects the total intensity of tide-surge interaction relative to pure storm surge and pure astronomical tide.511
As Ir eliminates the dependence of the interaction intensity on the magnitude of surge height and tidal512
range, it is considered more appropriate to be used in quantifying the relative importance of different513
physical processes to the tide-surge interaction.514

A widely used “subtraction” approach and a newly proposed “addition” approach are adopted to separate515
the contributions of three nonlinear processes to tide-surge interaction and to quantify their relative516
significance, respectively. In the widely used “subtraction” approach, each of the three processes is517
removed or linearised from a standard model that includes all processes. The contribution from each518
specific process to the tide-surge interaction is quantified based on the reduction ratio (Ro) of interaction519
intensity. However, results show that the Ro from the “subtraction” approach is greatly affected by the520
“rebalance” effect (Figure 9), thus it can not correctly represent the significance of its corresponding521
nonlinear process. An “addition” approach is therefore proposed, by adding one of the three processes onto522
the baseline simulation without any nonlinear effects. A new general ratio Rn is defined to quantify the523
contribution of each process, the value of which can be calculated from any one of three representative524
indicators of tide-surge interaction intensity. The comparison of the magnitudes of Rn between those525
obtained from three reduced experiments clearly show that the quadratic bottom friction, shallow water526
effect and nonlinear advective effect have the largest, second and third largest contribution to the tide-surge527
interactions in the majority of the PRE, respectively. Among the three indicators that have been used to528
represent the intensity of tide-surge interaction, Ir is suggested to be more reasonably used to quantify the529
relative importance of the three nonlinear effects.530

Taking Typhoon Hato as a case study, the present research reveals detailed characteristics of tide-surge531
interaction in the PRE. The present results are able to provide valuable information for the coastal defense532
management of different regions inside the PRE, although studies on more typhoon events may be needed.533
Furthermore, the mechanism of of tide-surge interaction is examined by using a new proposed “addition534
approach”. This new approach is free of the problems due to the “rebalance” effect and thus is recommended535
to be used in future similar studies and in other regions of the world.536
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7 APPENDIX: RECONSTRUCTION OF TYPHOON HATO WIND FIELD

To model the typhoon-induced storm surge reasonably well, an accurate atmospheric forcing is critical.537
The commonly used reanalysis datasets (e.g. the CFSR data) are known to under-estimate the wind538
speeds near the tropical cyclone centres, thus corrections are needed (Carr and Elsberry, 1997; Pan et al.,539
2016; Shao et al., 2018). In contrast, various parametric tropical cyclone models have been proposed540
to produce much more realistic air pressure and wind distributions near the tropical cyclone centres541
(Fujita, 1952; Jelesnianski, 1966; Holland, 1980; Knaff et al., 2007). However, they also fail to reproduce542
realistic wind characteristics at a greater distance from the tropical cyclone centre, because the complex543
meteorological environments there are very likely controlled by some other weather systems. As a result,544
blended atmospheric fields that combine the above two kinds of datasets have been widely used in previous545
studies (Carr and Elsberry, 1997; Jiang et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2017a; Shao et al., 2018).546
In the present study, we follow the approach proposed by Pan et al. (2016) to merge the parametric tropical547
cyclone model results (Holland, 1980) with the CFSR reanalysis atmospheric data.548

In this study, the final adopted parametric tropical cyclone wind profile is given in Eq. (17). Based on the549
Holland parametric model (Holland, 1980), it describes the wind field associated with an axis-symmetric550
and static tropical cyclone, at the same time it accounts for the friction induced inflow angle and the551
translation motion of tropical cyclone.552

VTC = c1vg [− sin(θ + θin)i + cos(θ + θin)j] + Vt (17)

where i and j are the unit vectors in the x and y directions, respectively; c1 is a correction coefficient553
(c1 = 0.7 in this study), which is used to adjust the wind speed to the standard 10 m elevation above the sea554
surface; θ is the angle between the x-axis and the line connecting the computing point and tropical cyclone555
center; θin is the inflow angle which depicts the deflection of actual wind direction from the tangential556
direction of the concentric circles. It can be calculated as follows (Harper et al., 2001):557

θin =


10 r

Rmax
, r < Rmax

10 + 75
(

r
Rmax

− 1
)

, Rmax ≤ r < 1.2Rmax

25 , r > 1.2Rmax

(18)

r is the distance to the TC center; Rmax is the radius to the maximum wind speed, which is usually558
calculated by an empirical equation proposed by Graham and Nunn (1959):559

Rmax = 28.52 tanh [0.0873(ϕ− 28)] + 12.22 exp

(
pc − pe
33.86

)
+ 0.2|Vt|+ 37.22 (19)

where ϕ is the latitude of the tropical cyclone center; pc is central surface pressure of the tropical cyclone;560
and pe is the ambient pressure. Vt is the tropical cyclone translation speed. It’s magnitude weakens with561
the distance from the tropical cyclone center, which can be described by an exponential function (Jakobsen562
and Madsen, 2004; Miyazaki, 1977) as follows:563

Vt = exp

(
−πr

500000

)
Vtc (20)
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in which Vtc is translation speed of tropical cyclone center and can be calculate from the tropical cyclone564
best track dataset. vg is the Holland parametric static tropical cyclone wind profile and given as follows:565

vg(r) =

{
B

ρa

(
Rmax

r

)B

(pe − pc) exp

[
−
(
Rmax

r

)B
]
+

(
rf

2

)2
}1/2

− rf

2
(21)

in which ρa is the density of air; f is the Coriolis parameter; B is the shape parameter and can be calculated566
from the maximum wind speed (vmax) as follows:567

B =
v2maxρae

pe − pc
(22)

The parametric atmospheric pressure (in millibars) at the sea level is given as:568

ps = pc + (pe − pc) exp

[
−
(
Rmax

r

)B
]

(23)
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